Changes in Examination Regulations to the University Gazette – Social Sciences Division

Social Sciences Divisional Board

Approved by Chair’s Action on behalf of TAC on 12/09/17

Title of Programme
Honour School of Archaeology and Anthropology

Brief note about nature of change: title change for option paper

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2017 [http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2017-18/hsoarchandanth/studentview/]

Effective date
For students starting FHS from MT 2017
For first examination from 2018-19

Detail of change
1. Amend citation reference 1.53 – 1.77 as follows:
   
   ‘J. Culture and Society of West Africa
   
   KJ. The emergence of Medieval Europe AD 400-900
   
   LK. Evolution in Health and Medicine
   
   ML. Farming and early states in Sub-Saharan Africa
   
   NM. From hunting and gathering to states and empires in South-west Asia
   
   ON. From the First Ceramics to the Terracotta Soldiers: The Archaeology of Early China
PO. Gender theories and realities cross cultural perspectives
QP. Greek archaeology and art c.500-323 BC
RQ. Greeks and the Mediterranean World c.950-500 BC
SR. Hellenistic Archaeology, 330-30 BC
TS. Japanese society
UT. Landscape Archaeology
UU. Language and Anthropology
UV. The Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age Aegean
XW. The Later Prehistory of Europe
XX. Lowland South America
ZY. Medical Anthropology: Sensory Experience, the Sentient Body and Therapeutics
AA. Mediterranean Maritime Archaeology
BB. Mesopotamia and Egypt from the emergence of complex society to c.2000 BC
BB. Mesopotamia and Egypt 1000-500 BC
DD. Physical Anthropology and Human Osteoarchaeology
EE. Roman Archaeology: Cities and settlement under the Empire
FF. Science-based methods in Archaeology
GG. South Asia
HH. Themes in African Anthropology
HH. Understanding Museums and Collections’

Explanatory Notes
Change to title of option paper.